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merican Transmission Company (ATC) is a transmission only company owning and 
operating transmission facilities at 69 kV and above. ATC owns approximately 9,000 miles of 
transmission lines and more than 500 substations in portions of Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Minnesota and Illinois. ATC presently maintains more than 700 load interconnections with 
municipalities, cooperatives, and investor-owned utilities. ATC plans, constructs, operates, 

maintains and will expand its transmission facilities to provide adequate and reliable transmission of 
electric power. ATC provides nondiscriminatory service to all Customers, supporting effective 
competition in wholesale energy markets without favoring any market participant.   Please refer to 
Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the MISO Tariff for additional information. 

 A
 
In general, ATC accommodates Customers’ new or modified load interconnections according to the 
requirements of an ATC Distribution – Transmission Interconnection Agreement (D-T IA)1. ATC will 
collaborate with its Customers in the development and implementation of the appropriate 
interconnection solution in response to the Customer’s requested need.   It is important to note that ATC 
provides no retail services and the direct interconnection of retail customers to ATC’s transmission 
facilities is governed in part by requirements of the local distribution company in whose area the 
interconnection is requested. 
 
The Customer is directed to ATC’s “Connecting to the Grid” Web site (www.atcllc.com/ICS1.shtml) for 
the forms necessary for the formal submittal of a load interconnection request for each of the following 
types of projects:  

1 New load interconnections or,   

2 Modifications to existing load interconnection facilities. 

Any questions or requests for additional information concerning load interconnections to the ATC 
Transmission System should be directed to: 

 
T-DLIRFS@atcllc.com

ATC Interconnection Services 
262-506-6700 

 
 

                                                                          

1 It is important to note that the phrase “load interconnection” is synonymous to “distribution-transmission interconnection”.  Capitalized 
Terms not defined in this Load Interconnection Guideline have the meaning set forth in Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the Open Access 
Transmission, Energy and Operating Reserve Markets Tariff (ASM Tariff) starting on Midwest ISO FERC Electric Tariff, First Revised Vol. 
No. 1, Original Sheet No. 3493. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This Load Interconnection Guide is intended to be a single resource to Customers 
working with ATC on a new or modified load interconnection.   
ATC is committed to working collaboratively with its Customers to effectively 
plan develop, and implement safe and reliable new and/or modified load 
interconnections.  The overall goal of this guide is to complete load 
interconnections that consistently satisfy the needs of both ATC and its 
Customers. This load interconnection guide provides ATC’s Customers with 
design guidelines for all load interconnections to the ATC transmission system.  
However, it is important to maintain a degree of flexibility to be able to take into 
account unique circumstances.  This document is not intended to be used as a 
“cookbook” or recipe for interconnecting new loads to ATC’s system, but 
provides the basis for collaboration between ATC and its Customers.   
 
This Interconnection Guide is presented in two main sections. 

1. The process for planning, developing, and implementing a Customer-
proposed new or modified load interconnection, and  

2. Technical design guidelines for Customer-proposed new or modified load 
interconnections. 

 

2 Load Interconnection Process 
2.1 Planning for Load Interconnections 
ATC works with its Customers to accommodate all requests for load interconnections 
utilizing the concept of Best Value Planning. The Best Value Planning process to serve 
this purpose. The Best Value Planning process establishes a consistent means of 
determining the interconnection project solution that considers various project 
alternatives, their cost, as well as issues relating to construction, environmental impacts, 
and regulatory requirements in relation to the requested in-service date.  See Also, 
Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the Open Access Transmission, Energy and Operating 
Reserve Markets Tariff (ASM Tariff) Midwest ISO FERC Electric Tariff, First Revised 
Vol. No. 1, Original Sheet No. 3494.  Section 2.3.3 of this document further describes 
the Best Value Planning Process in detail.

2.2 Process Overview 
As part of ATC’s planning process ATC engages in planner-to-planner discussions 
with individual Customers in order to gain more insight into the Customer’s present 
and future needs, as well as formal planning processes and mechanisms provided for in 
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Midwest ISO tariff.2 Additionally, all existing ATC Customers are required to annually 
provide ATC with their respective 10-year load forecasts3 that reflect expected load 
growth, modifications to existing load interconnections, and proposed new load 
interconnections.  ATC administers these potential modified or new interconnections 
reflected by these load forecasts via its Load Interconnection Queue and includes all 
proposed interconnection projects in ATC’s annual system planning.  

Customers are encouraged to share their knowledge of proposed interconnection and 
load forecasts with ATC’s planners through regularly scheduled meetings and informal 
meetings. However, ATC takes no formal action, and a potential new load 
interconnection or modified load interconnection does not enter the Load 
Interconnection Queue and ATC does not analyze a new or modified interconnection 
(or do any design engineering or make any regulatory filing) until the Customer 
submits a Load Interconnection Request Form (LIRF) (as discussed in detail more 
below) to ATC and the appropriate joint planning analysis has been completed. This 
includes the determination of the Best Value Plan solution to meet the Customer’s 
needs.  The preliminary exchange of information prior to submitting the LIRF allows 
ATC and the Customer to work together effectively to meet both parties needs 
including fulfilling any regulatory filings, budgets or other project challenges.  

The first step in formalizing the load interconnection process requires that a Customer 
must submit a completed LIRF to ATC (See Section 2.3.2 for required information to 
be included in a LIRF.  Within 10 days of the receipt of a LIRF, ATC will acknowledge 
the receipt of a LIRF with written communication back to the Customer (typically via 
email) and, if necessary, indicate whether the LIRF is complete or additional 
information is required.   
 
Within 60 days of the receipt of the LIRF, ATC will pursue one of the following 
courses of action:  

1)  If the LIRF is complete, and ATC’s initial assessment indicates that here are 
no anticipated impacts on the ATC transmission system, ATC will convene a 
planning development meeting with the Customer to jointly determine an outline and 
a schedule for developing the requested load interconnection,  or;  
2)  If the LIRF is incomplete or if the proposed interconnection appears to have 
potential impacts on the ATC transmission system ATC will convene a planning 
review meeting with the Customer to address ATC’s concerns.  Upon completion of 
the planning review meeting, if mutually agreed to by ATC and the Customer, a 
planning development meeting will then be scheduled, as described in item 1 to 
jointly determine an outline and a schedule for developing the requested load 
interconnection and address ATC’s concerns about the project. 

                                                                          

2 See Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the Open Access Transmission, Energy and Operating Reserve Markets 
Tariff (ASM Tariff) Midwest ISO FERC Electric Tariff, First Revised Vol. No. 1, Original Sheet No. 3490. 

3 See http://www.atc10yearplan.com/ for a complete description of the ATC Planning Ten Year Assessment. 
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Joint development of the requested load interconnection project is accomplished by 
ATC and the Customer working through the Best Value Planning process to 
determine the agreed upon project solution for the load interconnection request as 
described in Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the MISO Tariff.  

Once ATC and the Customer agree on the project solution via the Best Value Plan 
for satisfying the load interconnection request, ATC will provide the Customer with a 
Project Commitment Agreement (PCA) for execution.  (See Appendix B for a high 
level process overview diagram).  The PCA is the formal agreement between ATC 
and the Customer on the Best Value Plan and essentially a commitment by both 
parties to implement it.   The PCA documents 1.) the scope of work to be 
performed, 2.) the work cost estimates, and 3.) establishes an in-service date agreed 
upon by both parties.  The PCA is expected to be returned within 60 days (or by a 
date mutually agreeable to both parties). 

2.2.1 Timing considerations to meet the Load Interconnection Request 
“In-Service” Dates 

To enable ATC to meet the needs of the Customer, a LIRF must be received 
sufficiently in advance of the requested load interconnection in-service date. This will 
allow for the appropriate amount of time to both: 

• develop a solution for the interconnection facilities,  by employing Best Value 
Planning ; and 

• construct the new interconnection facilities.   
 

The timing of the LIRF should be determined jointly between ATC and the Customer 
with the in-service date in mind.  The amount of time necessary to permit ATC to 
perform the required analysis will typically be determined by the proximity of the 
proposed new interconnection to ATC’s existing transmission facilities.  ATC and the 
Customer will discuss in-service dates as part of the Best Value Planning process to 
determine feasibility of the requested in-service date and seek to find a mutually 
acceptable schedule to meet that in-service date.  Some of the factors used in 
determining whether a requested in-service date can be achieved, are as follows: 

• The date of  receipt and acceptance of the LIRF, 
• The completion of the Best Value Plan analysis and documentation, 
• Execution of any required agreements, 
• Whether regulatory approval is required for construction and the need to 

obtain additional rights-of-way, and 
• ATC’s ability to schedule necessary transmission system outages. 
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ATC offers the following guidelines for advance notice and LIRF submission based on 
the typical ATC siting and permitting process, which in addition to the items noted 
above, may also include public outreach, environmental review, regulatory filing, 
regulatory agency review and approval, real estate acquisition, and construction: 

18 months prior to the In-Service Date 
For load interconnections (69, 115, 138 or 161kV) requiring transmission line 
extensions of less than 500 feet, the LIRF should be submitted to ATC 18 months in 
advance of the expected in-service date. 

24 months prior to the In-Service Date 
For load interconnections:  

1.) at voltages of 115, 138 or 161kV, requiring transmission line extensions of 500 
feet or greater, but less than 1 mile - or,  

2.)  at 69 kV with transmission line extensions one mile or greater, the LIRF 
should be submitted to ATC 24 months in advance of the expected in-service date. 

36 to 54 months prior to the In-Service Date 
For load interconnections requiring transmission line extensions of 1 mile or greater, at 
voltages above 100 kV, the LIRF should be submitted to ATC 36-54 months in 
advance of the expected in-service date.  

54 to 60 months prior to the In-Service Date 
For load interconnections potentially involving certain types of installations, such as 
gas insulated substations, underground transmission, or require major Transmission 
System reinforcements, or a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN); 
the LIRF should be submitted to ATC 54 to 60 months in advance of the expected in-
service date.   

 
2.3 Developmental Tools 
The following sections describe the resources, tools and processes that will be used to 
facilitate the Load Interconnection process. 

2.3.1 Load Interconnection Requests 

ATC encourages Customers to discuss conceptual load interconnections with ATC’s 
planning department at any time.  ATC encourages Customers to begin discussing with 
ATC their load interconnection needs as early as possible and prior to submitting a 
LIRF.  Through such discussions, ATC and the Customer can identify potential 
project schedule concerns that might affect Customer’s estimated service date. After 
such conceptual collaboration and once the Customer is ready the Customer should 
submit a Load Interconnection Request Form (LIRF) to ATC.  The Customer should 
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submit a LIRF to ATC for any of the proposed load interconnections shown in Table 
1. 

 

Table 1: Scenarios Requiring LIRF Submittal 

1 New Distribution 
Interconnections 

New interconnections made at either a new or 
existing load interconnection substation. 

2 Modifications to Existing 
Distribution 
Interconnections  

Modification of an existing load interconnection 
(e.g. replacement of an interconnection 
transformer or switching device). 

3 Un-forecasted Load The addition of any load not included in the last 
submitted 10-year load forecast. 

4 Distribution-Connected 
Generation 

Addition of any generating capacity at a new or 
existing distribution interconnection where the 
aggregate capacity is >1 MW. 

5 Power Quality Addition or modification of any loads that may 
affect power quality. 

6 Any additions or modifications that may be 
reasonably anticipated to have a potential impact 
on the transmission system. 

Any Anticipated Impact on 
Transmission 

 

Submitting of the LIRF will enable ATC to assign resources to review, analyze, design 
and engineer the transmission facilities necessary to meet the Customer’s needs.  

2.3.1.1 LIRF Changes 

If the Customer makes changes to the project that result in changes to LIRF 
information (e.g. a delay in in-service date, scope of work revision, etc.), the Customer 
must submit a revised LIRF to ATC. ATC will process the LIRF in a manner similar 
to the original LIRF submittal.  Should the project change after a PCA is signed, a 
revised or amended PCA will govern as the means of documenting those changes. 

2.3.2 Load Interconnection Request Form (LIRF) 

An example of the LIRF is included in Appendix D.  
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ATC will deem a LIRF “complete” when following information is provided as shown 
in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: LIRF Information Required in order to be “Complete” 

1 Requestor Information 

2 Load Interconnection Information, esp. site location and load characteristics 

3 10-Year Load Forecast (even if to indicate that the last forecast is still accurate 

4 One-line Diagram as initially conceived by Customer only 

5 Site Map even if for only prospective locations  

 
If the LIRF is not complete, ATC will notify the Customer of the deficiency 
electronically or otherwise in writing within 10 days of receipt of the LIRF.  ATC’s 
ability to meet a requested in-service date cannot be effectively evaluated unless all 
information listed above is in the LIRF.  If all required information is not available at 
the time the LIRF is submitted, the Customer should contact ATC as soon as possible 
to jointly determine what evaluations can be made on the proposed project until the 
missing information is available. 

 

2.3.3 Best Value Planning 

ATC employs Best Value Planning (BVP) in order to determine the most effective 
solution to meet the interconnection request.  This is accomplished via a collaborative 
review and analysis of the interconnection project in conjunction with the needs or 
attributes of the affected Transmission Facilities.   

Best Value Planning is defined as: 

“the consideration of, or evaluation of, one or more alternatives to the proposed 
construction of new, or the modification of existing, transmission facilities which 
have been identified in a planning process to determine whether an alternative or 
alternatives exists that may include the construction of new, or the modification of 
the existing, distribution facilities or transmission facilities owned by others that 
is/are less costly or which may provide greater enhancement to the reliability, 
capability or integrity of ATC’s transmission facilities and such interconnected 
transmission or distribution facilities when compared to the estimated cost of the 
construction and capability of the proposed new, or the proposed modification of, 
ATC’s transmission facilities, while taking into account the environmental 
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considerations, regulatory approvals and the ability to construct the proposed 
distribution or transmission facilities in a timely and appropriate manner.”

ATC and the Customer will document their Best Value Planning collaboration and 
conclusions in a Best Value Plan Report4. 

BVP takes into account such factors as: 

1. Mitigation of the original Customer goals or drivers behind the requested 
load interconnection, 

2. Construction as well as operating costs (for both transmission and 
distribution facilities),  

3. Environmental issues,  

4. Siting requirements, including land acquisition and permits, and   

5. Ongoing operations and maintenance considerations, including reliability 
impacts on the transmission system.  

To facilitate consistent analysis, review, documentation, and resource allocation for a 
given load interconnection project; Appendix C describes four different reporting 
levels of Best Value Planning activities and the responsibilities of both ATC and its 
Customer.  The complexity of the analysis and the BVP Report is dependent on the 
size and cost of the proposed load interconnection project.   Once ATC and its 
Customer determines the appropriate solution to meet the Customer’s needs, ATC and 
the Customer prepares the Best Value Plan that sets forth the solution to meet the 
Customer’s load interconnection request. Once the Best Value Plan is provided, the 
next step is to develop the Project Commitment Agreement (PCA) that sets forth the 
scope of construction activities and the proposed construction schedule in order to 
construct the facilities necessary to interconnect the new load or modify the existing 
load interconnection facilities.  

                                                                          

4 The collaborative review / analysis and Best Value Plan documentation of an interconnection project is 
governed in part by NERC Standard FAC-002-0 requirements R1.1, R1.2, R1.3, R1.4 and R1.5 and the 
requirements of ATC’s Local Planning under Attachment FF-ATCLLC of the Midwest ISO Tariff.  Both 
ATC and the Customer are required to retain the documentation of the reliability impact of the new facilities 
in accordance with NERC Standard FAC-002-0 requirement R.2.  Additionally, it is required that  the 
Customer ensure that the load associated with the interconnection project is included within the metered 
boundaries of a Balancing Authority in accordance with NERC Standard BAL-005-0 requirement R1.3. 
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2.3.4 Project Commitment Agreement (PCA) 

At a minimum, the PCA will typically include the items in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Required PCA Contents 

1 Best Value Plan Report Provides the reasoning that supports the decision 
for the facilities to be constructed. 

2 Non-Planning Studies Indication of any remaining studies, aside from the 
typical planning studies.  

3 Project Schedule An estimated project schedule, including a timeline 
for any necessary regulatory approvals and the 
expected completion date of the project. 

4 High-Level Scope of 
Work 

Including a one-line diagram, project location or 
map. 

5 Indication of other applicable ATC Business 
Practices. 

Applicable Business 
Practices 

 
As stated in Section 2.2 above,  the PCA is the formal agreement between ATC and 
the Customer on the Best Value Plan and essentially a commitment by both parties to 
implement it.   The PCA documents 1.) the scope of work to be performed, 2.) the 
work cost estimates, and 3.) establishes an in-service date agreed upon by both parties. 
An example PCA is included in Appendix E.  

2.3.5 Distribution - Transmission Interconnection Agreement 

An Executed Distribution – Transmission Interconnection Agreement (D-T IA) is 
required before ATC will commence any regulatory proceedings or construction work 
associated with a load interconnection request.  If the request is from a Customer that 
has an existing Distribution – Transmission Interconnection Agreement, the new 
interconnection will be included in the exhibits to the DT-IA.  If the load 
interconnection request is from a new Customer, a DT-IA must be executed by ATC 
and the Customer prior to any regulator filing or construction work is undertaken on 
the load interconnection request.  

2.3.6 Un-Forecasted Load Interconnection Requests 

In developing load interconnection requests related to un-forecasted load, ATC and 
the Customer will collaborate to assess the preliminary best value interconnection 
solution. Once a LIRF is submitted, ATC will typically perform formal studies related 
to a single preferred interconnection location (as mutually agreed by ATC and the 
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Customer). Should the Customer request formal study of additional interconnection 
locations related to the same load interconnection need, ATC reserves the right to 
charge the cost of such additional studies to the Customer in accordance with ATC’s 
Elective Load Interconnection Facilities Business Practice. The Customer will be 
responsible to pay for the estimated cost of any additional studies prior to ATC 
beginning the additional study work.   

2.3.7 Regulatory Approvals  

In the event that the load interconnection request requires regulatory approvals or 
filings, ATC and the Customer shall cooperate in seeking any regulatory or other 
approvals by providing the necessary information and participating in any regulatory 
proceeding or process to demonstrate need for the project, if requested to do so by 
either ATC or the Customer.   

Examples of regulatory approvals or filings include, but are not limited to: 

State Public Service Commissions for:  
• Construction Authorization filings, 
• Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity filings,  
• Affiliated Interest filings  

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for:  
• D-T IA filings  

NERC (including Midwest Reliability Organization and ReliabilityFirst Corporation for:  
• Reliability filings associated with interconnection facilities at voltages greater 

than or equal to 100 kV. 

Please note; NERC compliance is the responsibility of both ATC and the Customer.  
Under NERC requirements, ATC is a registered: 

• Transmission Owner 
• Transmission Operator 
• Planning Authority,  
• and Transmission Planner . 

ATC does not assume any NERC reliability responsibilities aside from those listed 
above.  The D-T IA between ATC and its Customers is not a delegation of, nor the 
transfer of either party’s NERC functional responsibilities from one party to the other. 
 
Additional requirements applicable to both parties’ substations are set forth in state 
electrical and administrative codes.  ATC should be consulted on matters relative to the 
guidelines and requirements contained in this guide, but Customers are advised to 
consult directly with appropriate code enforcement authorities for matters that pertain 
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to requirements of other applicable governing codes and/or with the specific 
requirements set forth in contracts concluded with ATC. 

2.3.8 ATC’s relationship to the wholesale electric market  

ATC owns, operates and plans the transmission system over which MISO provides 
transmission service in conjunction with its Open Access Transmission, Energy and 
Operating Reserve Markets Tariff.  ATC is not a Market Participant in the Midwest 
ISO Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.  

 

3 Design Guidelines 
3.1 Design Guidelines Overview 
These design guidelines apply predominantly to new load interconnections. However, 
ATC will work with the Customer to apply these guidelines as appropriate and feasible 
for modifications to existing load interconnections. Some proposed load 
interconnections may also require necessary network upgrades to ATC’s transmission 
system, beyond the interconnection facilities themselves. This guide is does not govern 
those additional transmission system modifications that may be required.  

By following the guidelines in the previous section of this document, ATC and its 
Customers work together to develop an interconnection project design in response to 
an interconnection request.  This section of the document offers an overview of 
technical design guidelines to assist ATC and its Customers when developing a project 
solution for a load interconnection request.  

3.2 ATC and Customer Responsibility 
The requirements in this guide are part of the requirements necessary to protect ATC’s 
transmission facilities and to maintain transmission system reliability consistent with 
the NERC Mandatory Reliability Standards. The Customer is responsible for the 
reliability availability and the protection of its own facilities. All facilities constructed to 
meet a Customer’s load interconnection request will be designed, installed, operated 
and maintained in accordance with Good Utility Practice, the National Electrical Code, 
National Electrical Safety Code, equipment manufacturer’s requirements, approved 
North American Electric Reliability Corporation and Regional Entity reliability 
standards, any applicable independent system operator or ATC planning criteria 5  and 
guidelines, and all other applicable laws, rules  and regulations.  

 

                                                                          

5  See ATC planning criteria at http://www.atc10yearplan.com/PF7.shtml
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3.2.1 Customer Submittals Prior to Design Work 

The Customer shall submit the following information after the LIRF has been 
accepted and the planning analysis performed, including any BVP, and prior to ATC 
initiating design work: 

• A substation three-line diagram that includes substation phasing, 
• A general arrangement diagram, 
• Proposed modifications to Common Facilities,  
• The power transformer nameplate drawing and the manufacturer’s 

performance specification or test report, if it’s available,  
• A detailed description of the protection scheme to be used on the Customer’s 

power transformer(s), and 
• An executed PCA or as necessary, an executed Facilities Construction 

Agreement if ATC’s Elective Load Interconnection Facilities Business Practice 
applies.6 

 

3.2.2 Customer Submittals During Design Work 

The Customer shall also provide the information listed below to ATC for review and 
approval prior to completion of required design work.  The information can be 
submitted electronically (.pdf format for example) or printed copied of drawings, 
whichever is convenient.  Please allow three weeks for ATC’s review of the submitted 
information and at least three weeks for the Customer’s consideration of ATC 
comments or modifications prior to the start of project construction: 

• As available, current transformer (“CT”) ratio correction curves and excitation 
curves for any CTs that may be used in ATC protection schemes ,and  

• A Customer-owned line conductor terminal structure design. 
• If the interconnection is to a substation bus protected by an ATC bus 

differential relay; the Customer must provide AC schematics showing 
proposed changes and additions to the current inputs to the ATC bus 
differential relay. 

• If interconnection is to a substation bus tripped by an ATC bus lockout relay; 
the Customer must provide DC schematics showing Customer breaker failure 
relay trip outputs, test switches, and connection to the ATC protective devices. 

 

                                                                          

6 Any transaction ≥ $ 25,000 with an ATC affiliate must be reported to the PSCW. 
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3.2.3 Elective Facilities 

The Customer may request interconnection facilities beyond those ATC would 
normally determine as appropriate for a given interconnection request. ATC may agree 
to provide such facilities provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 

• The Customer agrees to finance and pay the construction cost difference 
between the Customer-requested facilities and those ATC determines 
appropriate.  

• The Customer-requested facilities meet all regulatory and reliability standards 
requirements and pose no additional risks or obligations on for ATC’s 
operations or maintenance of ATC’s facilities. 

• ATC can obtain all necessary permits and approvals. 

Please consult ATC Business Practice, Elective Load Interconnection Facilities for 
additional information.  See the ATC website http:\\www.atcllc.com.  
  

3.3 Design of Common Facilities 
Depending on the substation’s ownership, ATC or the Customer may own facilities 
that are used by multiple parties at that substation.  However, ATC will not share a 
joint substation or any common facilities with an end-use customer for load 
interconnections made directly from transmission facilities to an end-use customer’s 
facilities. Common facilities will exist for any transmission network-connected load 
interconnection substations. 

For further information regarding Common Facilities, please consult ATC’s Joint-use 
Substations -- Common Facilities Business Practice for more details on how ATC and 
the Customer should coordinate the design, addition or modification of common 
facilities. All Common Facilities will be designed to meet ATC Design Criteria 
DS0000, Substation Design Criteria, all applicable national and state electrical and 
safety codes, and all applicable Mandatory Reliability Standards.  Any differences or 
conflicts between the Customer’s standards and ATC standards will be addressed in 
the design of the Common Facilities. The Customer shall provide a common facilities 
design proposal for ATC review and comment prior to any construction.  

3.4 Interconnection Configuration 
The configuration of interconnection facilities will take into account both the 
immediate and future plans for the new or modified substation. Where economically 
advantageous, future requirements of the Customer and ATC will be incorporated into 
the immediate substation design.  ATC strongly advocates three phase 
interconnections with balanced load between all three phases.  ATC may consider 
exceptions to this configuration  on a case-by-case basis.  

The interconnection facility configuration is considered by ATC a joint development 
effort. In addition to meeting the Customer’s needs, ATC’s design requirements are 
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intended to facilitate ongoing maintenance and the required reliability of the 
transmission system, with minimal dependence on Customer load switching and/or 
load bridging7. ATC’s facilities design will endeavor to include the most effective and 
least cost design of both transmission and distribution facilities in order to minimize 
the frequency and duration of Customer interruptions. Examples of typical 
interconnection configurations can be found in Appendix F.    

3.4.1 Line Topology, Line Sectionalizing 

ATC will endeavor to design its facilities in order to sectionalize the affected 
transmission line’s load to provide the greatest reliability for ATC’s facilities as well as 
the Customer’s.  The following criteria will be used in designing and sectionalizing 
transmission lines, unless ATC and the Customer determine that other criteria should 
apply:  

3.4.1.1 Initial Sectionalizing Criteria - 30 MW: When the new request 
affects a transmission line’s load8 to be greater than or equal to 30 MW, then 
ATC will split the load on the existing line by adding breakers per Section 3.4.3 
at an appropriate location to maximize transmission line performance.  

3.4.1.2 Additional Sectionalizing Criteria - 300 MW-miles: If the load 
on the transmission line affected by the new request will be less than 30 MW, 
ATC will consider additional factors for improved sectionalizing capability on 
the line. The first such factor to be considered is the product of line length (in 
miles) and the load (in MW) on the transmission line. If this product is equal to 
or greater that 300 MW-miles, then ATC in collaboration with the Customer, 
will consider determining the most appropriate manner to sectionalize the 
affected transmission lines.  Sectionalizing the affected transmission lines may  
include load-break switches, remote-controlled line switches, auto-
sectionalizers, motor-operated disconnects or breakers.  The consideration of 
the appropriate sectionalizing method will be made on a case-by-case basis 
subject to the approval of ATC Operations, Maintenance and Engineering 
groups.  

3.4.1.3 Further Considerations: Some load interconnections require 
consideration of other criteria in those instances when it is anticipated that the 
transmission lines may not perform adequately or reliably as a result of the load 
interconnection. (please see Sections 3.4.1.4 and 3.4.1.5 below).  ATC may 
consider  other criteria in order to sectionalize the affected transmission lines 
in a reasonable and reliable manner. 

                                                                          

7 Please refer to the ATC Business Practice Load Bridging for Transmission Related Work. 

8 The term “load” as used here is the maximum forecast load as discussed in Section 5.7 of this Guideline.  
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3.4.1.4 ATC Reliability Performance Metrics: ATC monitors 
transmission system reliability performance as related to load interconnection 
(delivery) points using a performance metric. The ultimate goal is to 
understand the ongoing performance of an integrated transmission and 
distribution system, but at very specific interconnection points. This 
performance metric is significantly affected by not only the transmission 
system performance, but also the design and performance of the 
interconnected distribution system. For example, a local distribution 
company’s ability to bridge distribution loads (especially automatically) will 
have substantial impact on ATC’s delivery point metric which in part measures 
the number of  end-use customers impacted by outages. 

When considering the line sectionalizing requirements for any load 
interconnection, ATC may consider the performance of the existing 
transmission line affected by the new load interconnection request relative to 
ATC’s other lines’ delivery point metrics performance. ATC may determine 
not to sectionalize an affected transmission line if to do so would decrease its 
performance reliability based upon the metrics measured by ATC. 

3.4.1.5 Distribution Change-Over: Transmission line sectionalizing may 
not be necessary if the distribution facilities incorporate bridging capability.   

3.4.1.6 Number of Taps: Multiple taps between breakers may 1) affect 
Customer service reliability, 2) complicate load bridging and operations, and 3) 
increase response time to isolate disturbances. Therefore, the number of 
existing taps on the transmission line affected by the new load interconnection 
request is a factor that ATC will consider when determining the effective line 
sectionalizing design. However, in general for lines with more than three taps 
(new plus existing), ATC will consider the design of line sectionalizing as forth   
in Section 3.4.4. below. 

3.4.1.7 Number of End-Use Customers: The number of end-use 
customers normally connected to the local distribution system could be a 
factor that should be taken into account when considering effective 
transmission line sectionalization. However, in general, for transmission lines 
that support more than 3,000 end-use customers ATC will design line 
sectionalizing as already provided in Section 3.4.4. 

3.4.1.8 Underground Transmission Lines: Substations served with 
underground transmission lines require additional consideration and will be 
handled on a case-by-case basis as a result of the risk of long-term outages 
resulting from underground cable failure. ATC Operations, Maintenance and 
Engineering groups may be required to participate in the facilities design.  
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3.4.1.9 Device Ratings/Capability: Aside from the guidance derived from 
the line sectionalizing design criteria discussed above, load break capability and 
short circuit current interruption requirements of the transmission line under 
consideration may require installation of line sectionalizing devices that are 
designed to withstand high current applications.  

While these criteria are specific, in some exceptional cases, best value planning 
may need to be sensitive to case-specific considerations not otherwise 
addressed in these guidelines. 

ATC and its Customers will coordinate the application and use of 
sectionalizing devices as part of the development of the interconnection 
project. 

3.4.2 Transformers 

3.4.2.1 Transformer Connections 

The Customer shall clearly designate the proposed transformer connection scheme 
and provide drawings and test reports submitted to ATC.  ATC prefers delta-
grounded wye for the Customer’s transformer connection scheme.  ATC shall 
review other transformer configurations on a project specific basis depending on 
the circumstances. 

3.4.2.2 Transformer Protection 

The Customer shall install, own and maintain transformer protective equipment9, 
including surge protection devices. For straight bus applications, the Customer may 
design transformer protection using one of four options. The Customer will 
determine the most appropriate option by considering the transmission connection, 
available fault current10 and the Customer’s standard practices. These options are: 
• Option 1. - A circuit switcher or transrupter with an integral visible air-

break switch,  
• Option 2. - A circuit switcher or transrupter without an integral visible air-

break switch and an air-break switch in series with the circuit switcher or 
transrupter, 

• Option 3. - A circuit breaker in series with a source-side disconnect switch 
installed at the load interconnection substation, or 

• Option 4. - Fuses in series with an air-break switch (with the capability to 
break Customer transformer magnetizing current).  

                                                                          

9 Note: All of the interconnection configuration drawings in Appendix F use a circuit switcher symbol to represent the 
general requirement of a customer-owned protective device per this section. A breaker or a fuse may be a viable and/or 
preferable alternative. Consult ATC for approval. The demarcation point (change of ownership point) is at the source-side 
terminal of the customer–owned disconnect device. 
10 Note: The high voltage device must be capable of interrupting the worst case fault current (from ATC) and not rely 
on bus tie breakers or line circuit breakers as low cost method for protecting for high current faults.  
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When the interconnection is made to a ring bus or breaker-and-a-half substation 
configuration, the Customer does not necessarily need to install a transformer high-
side protective device – only a disconnect switch capable of breaking transformer 
magnetizing current. Customer-owned transformer relaying will trip ATC-owned 
circuit breakers in these configurations. 

Additional considerations include: 
• The Customer’s protective device shall not be designed to depend upon 

AC power, including capacitive trip devices, for tripping. 
• ATC will provide required fault-duty ratings for a specific location upon 

request. 
• For options 1-4, the Customer’s interconnection will contain current 

transformers sufficient for supporting an ATC bus differential protection 
scheme if necessary.  All interconnections to breakered substations must 
meet this requirement.   

• ATC will install and own the control cable to these current transformers. 

ATC and its Customers will coordinate the application and use of transformer 
protection as part of the development of the interconnection project.  As discussed 
in Sections 3.2.1 & 3.2.2 the Customer must submit the transformer manufacturer’s 
test report prior to ATC initiating the design work and the CT ratio curves to ATC 
no later than three (3) weeks in advance of interconnection facility energization. 

 

3.4.3 Circuit Breakers 

If circuit breakers are required, ATC will install a breaker on each of the line 
terminals at a straight bus load interconnection substation. ATC may also elect to 
install breakers in any position deemed appropriate for reliable design when the 
subject interconnection substation includes more than two transmission line 
elements and/or a generation interconnection(s). While not preferable, ATC will 
consider on a case-specific basis installing a single-breaker scheme for a modified 
load interconnection at an existing substation only if space constraints prohibit a 
two-breaker installation.  

ATC and its Customers will coordinate the application and use of circuit breakers as 
part of the development of the interconnection project.   As discussed in Section 
3.3.2.1 the transformer manufacturer’s performance specifications or a test report 
must be submitted to ATC no later than three (3) weeks in advance of 
interconnection facility energization. 
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3.4.4 Disconnect Switches 

Load interconnection facilities shall include disconnect switches located in 
appropriate places which are summarized here. 

All line disconnect switches shall be installed on steel structures. Installation on 
wood structures is not acceptable (unless installation is temporary; i.e. scheduled to 
be removed within two years). 

Since the configuration drawings in Appendix F provide details for any single load 
interconnection, Figure 1 is provided to show the minimum installation of mainline 
switches for a typical line with multiple radial load interconnections.11
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Figure 1: Typical switch installation on a line with multiple radials taps12

ATC will apply switches with load-break, loop-splitting and/or line-charging 
current break capability as necessary, after considering the proper current breaking 

                                                                          

11 ATC and its Customer will work together to determine if 1) a radial connection is the most appropriate design for any 
single interconnection and 2) if switches D3 or D6 are necessary with respect to the length of the radial connection. 

12 A symbology key is available in Appendix F.  
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capability of all proposed and existing disconnect switches on the transmission 
line(s) affected by the proposed interconnection.  

Hydraulic motor-operators and RTUs are elective facilities for the convenience of 
the Customer and are paid for by the Customer.  ATC however, reserves the right 
to approve the design and equipment to be installed since these devices directly 
impact the reliability of the switch installation.  

For load interconnection requests that are on 69 kV lines, ATC will use phase-
over-phase switch installations.  In addition, ATC may install a 3-way switch to 
facilitate constructions and coordinate outages most effectively; unless the 69 kV 
line is only one span length in which case a 2-way switch may be installed.13

 

3.5 Electrical Design Guidelines 
3.5.1 Service Voltage 

ATC’s nominal system voltages for load interconnection are 69, 115, 138, and 161 
kV and are further detailed in ATC Design Criteria DS0000; Substation Design 
Criteria. For the purposes of this document, any mention of a 138kV 
interconnection voltage shall also encompass 115 kV and 161 kV. 

The service voltage will depend on 1) the location of Customer facilities relative to 
ATC’s existing facilities and 2) the present and future load the Customer intends to 
serve. The Customer shall consult ATC on how these issues will affect service 
voltage selection. 

3.5.1.1 ATC Voltage Ratings 

The substation equipment and bus systems shall be designed for the following 
voltage ratings. Substations designed for 230kV and 161kV shall be dealt with 
as an exception. New substations energized at 115kV shall be built to 138kV 
ratings in accordance with Table 4.  Additions to existing substations energized 
at 115kV or 138kV, with 550kV BIL construction shall be continued similar to 
their original design and in all other cases consideration shall be given to the 
existing substation design. 

                                                                          

13 Phase-over phase switch installation is only acceptable for 69 kV applications or where physical space in an existing right-
of-way does not accommodate a horizontal mount installation.  Hydraulic motor-operators are not permitted for phase-
over-phase switch installations, since experience has demonstrated insufficient hydraulic pressure often results in switch 
contact not closing properly. 
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Table 4: Equipment Voltage Ratings2

Nominal Operating Voltage (phase-to-phase) 138 kV 69 kV 
Nominal Phase-to-Phase Voltage 138 kV 69 kV 
Nominal Phase-to-Ground Voltage 80 kV 40 kV 
Maximum Phase-to-Phase Voltage 145 kV 72.5 kV 
Maximum Phase-to-Ground Voltage 84 kV 42 kV 
Basic Insulation Level (BIL) 650 kV1 350 kV 
1. In some remote locations and transformers a 550 kV BIL may be acceptable. 
2. Note: The ATC bandwidth for Operating Voltage is ± 5% of the Nominal Operating Voltage 
 

3.5.2 Phase Rotation 

ATC phase rotation is ABC (counter-clockwise). The Customer will exercise careful 
coordination with ATC to match this rotation to the Customer’s specific phase 
designations. 

3.5.3 Continuous Ratings 

ATC will endeavor to design facilities for the maximum continuous load that the 
Customer projects in the interconnection request or the next highest ATC standard 
rating for equipment beyond the maximum continuous rating of the Customer’s 
transformer. The minimum continuous rating for new ATC substation facilities will 
be 2,000 amps. The minimum continuous rating for new ATC transmission line tap 
switches will be 1,200 amps. Any consideration of planned or emergency overloads 
are to be provided for in the LIRF. 

3.5.4 Transient and Fault Duty Ratings 

Customer facilities are to be designed to  include sufficient fault interrupting and 
momentary withstand ratings to meet the maximum expected transmission system 
requirements, with appropriate margin for future system growth. Equipment fault 
ratings will be determined for each interconnection. 

3.5.5 Shielding, Grounding & Surge Protection 

ATC’s requirements for shielding, grounding, and surge protection are addressed in 
ATC Design Criteria DS0000; Substation Design Criteria. Surge protection for 
Customer equipment shall be designed and incorporated to be independent of 
ATC’s surge protection for ATC’s equipment. 

3.5.6 Protection and Control Guidelines 

To minimize disturbances to the ATC system, the Customer must protect its 
transformer with a Customer-owned protective scheme utilizing a circuit breaker, 
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circuit switcher, or fuse14 as appropriate for the primary tripping device. The 
Customer shall coordinate all aspects of their protection scheme with the ATC 
System Protection Department.   

Examples of situations that may require additional review by the ATC System 
Protection Department include (but are not limited to): 
• Any generation normally connected to the local distribution system 
• Normally-closed distribution voltage bus tie breaker(s) between at least two 

separate load interconnections 
• Situations that include the use of transfer trip or direct transfer trip protection 

schemes. 
• Load interconnections to end-use customers. 

3.5.6.1 Control Circuit Practices 

The specifics of the protection requirements will be dictated by a number of factors, 
such as available communication facilities, line length and construction, 
interconnection on a black start path, mutual effects, available fault currents, critical 
clearing times, circuit breaker characteristics, etc. However, in general the 
requirements in the following sub-sections will apply. 

3.5.6.1.1 General Requirements 

ATC’s protective relay systems for transmission facilities are generally installed in a 
redundant manner.  ATC installs two relay protection schemes, primary and 
backup, for line and bus protection. The primary and backup schemes will use 
separate AC current and voltage sources, separate DC control circuits, and separate 
circuit breaker trip coils. Redundant batteries are generally not required. 

When designing and installing protective relay systems, the Customer is encourages 
to install equipment with  replaceable indicating lamps or other obvious indicators 
that show at a glance the  operating status of the Customer’s transformer protective 
device and ATC’s equipment.  

3.5.6.1.2 Instrument Transformers 

ATC includes instrument transformers as part of its protective relay design.  
 
3.5.6.1.3 Distribution-Level Generation 

In those situations where there are distribution-level generating facilities in 
relatively close electrical proximity to the transmission-distribution 
interconnection, care must be taken to protect the transmission system from 
fault currents. The Customer’s protective system design must include 

                                                                          

14 As noted in ATC Design Engineering Guide ECS-GD-0280 v02 Section 4.2.2, fuses are only permitted as protection on 
Customer-owned transformers with base ratings ≤15 MVA 
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provisions for protecting ATC’s system.  The Customer shall provide the 
protective system design for ATC’s review  and approval.  ATC recommends 
that any generation without sufficient synchronizing capabilities be 
disconnected before reconnecting the Customer to ATC’s transmission system.  
The Customer must own the protection devices and protect ATC’s bus from 
any back feed from the distribution-connected generation.  
 
3.5.6.1.3.1 Distribution-Level Generation Synchronizing Requirements 

The Distribution-Level Generating Facility shall be synchronized to the  Customer’s 
Distribution System. 

3.5.6.1.4 Re-closing 

ATC’s transmission line re-closing practice after a breaker has opened during an 
operation is to re-close the  transmission line one or more seconds after a line 
breaker has tripped open. The Customer is responsible for having all sources of 
backfeed off of the line within that period of time prior to any ATC re-close 
attempts. This includes any Customer-owned throw-over schemes. ATC will 
address timing considerations on a project-specific basis.   

3.5.6.1.5 Breaker Failure 

Network connections 

The Customer’s relay protection scheme will include provisions for receiving an 
ATC trip signal to the Customer’s protective device to avoid backfeed from a 
networked distribution system in the event of a bus fault or breaker failure on the 
ATC bus. Additionally, the Customer will provide to ATC a set of contacts that will 
indicate power transformer circuit breaker or circuit switcher failure-to-trip status. 
ATC will use these contacts to trip its own protective devices on the bus to clear the 
fault condition.   

Radial connections 

If the Customer-owned equipment could be a source into a line fault (such as 
networked distribution), the Customer’s protective scheme shall be capable of 
recognizing a fault condition and isolating the fault from the transmission line.  For 
a radial connection, Customer-owned high side protective device failure presents a 
risk to both the Customer and ATC. Customer-owned equipment is at risk of 
catastrophic failure due to a sustained fault. The Customer is responsible for 
mitigating these risks. 
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3.5.6.1.6 Substation Electrical Service 

The Customer will consult with appropriate ATC personnel for the design of 
substation AC and DC systems that will be connected to ATC equipment. 

Additional information on control circuit practices can be discussed with ATC as 
part of the development of the interconnection project.  

Revenue metering installed at substations must be supplied with electric power by a 
distribution source from outside the substation fence. 

3.5.6.1.7 Communications 

ATC will install the communications facilities determined by ATC to be necessary 
at loop connected load interconnection substations. ATC will design 
communication facilities to match existing methods employed on the existing line. 
ATC will identify for the Customer the space requirements necessary to 
accommodate ATC’s communication requirements.   

3.5.6.1.8 SCADA / RTU 

ATC encourages Customers to control distribution lines that are interconnected to 
ATC substations remotely via SCADA for potential emergencies including, but not 
limited to, system restoration activities following a blackout or reduction and/or 
control of loadings for other unanticipated events.  

3.5.6.2 Revenue metering 

Since the Customer and ATC will all monitor metering data, they shall together 
determine requirements for interconnection revenue metering on a project-specific 
basis. Primary instrument transformers/devices will be revenue class, preferably 
wound-type current transformers, and voltage transformers that are accessible to 
the Customer and ATC.  

3.5.6.3 Balancing Area Metering 

Consult ATC’s Coordination of Balancing Authority Business Practice for guidance 
on installation of appropriate Balancing Authority Area (BAA) facilities for any load 
interconnection project that impacts a BAA boundary. In general ATC does not 
install instrument transformers associated with any required BAA metering. For 
BAA metering at any existing load interconnection substations, the Customer will 
install, own, and maintain any cables necessary to connect to any ATC 
transmission-connected instrument transformers.
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3.5.7 Load Interconnection Power Factor Guidelines 

ATC’s Customers should plan, design and maintain their load interconnection 
facilities in order to maintain a power factor at the low side of the load 
interconnection transformer that is greater than 95% lagging when the load is 
greater than 85% of maximum forecast load at that load interconnection. 

Customer reactive resources should be designed with the ability to be switched off 
during light loading periods.  This applies to any load interconnection where 
transmission system Best Value Planning indicates a need for transmission system 
power factor improvement at that load interconnection.   

For cost allocation purposes, if the Customer load interconnection power factor 
derived from the Customer’s most recent load forecast is below 95% lagging, the 
Customer will be responsible to bring the power factor up to the 95% level and 
ATC will be responsible to bring the power factor up to the level identified in the 
Best Value Plan.  Costs will be allocated between ATC and the Customer based 
upon a ratio of the Customer capacitor banks installed.  If the load interconnection 
power factor is already above the 95% lagging level and additional transmission 
system power factor improvement is identified in the Best Value Plan to address the 
transmission system need, then ATC will reimburse the Customer(s) for the 
additional Customer capacitor banks identified in the Best Value Plan consistent 
with its Capacitor Bank Business Practice15.  The Customer is responsible for 
maintaining the 95% (or greater) lagging power factor at the load interconnection 
regardless of previous capacitor bank contributions requested by ATC. 

3.5.8 Voltage Flicker and Harmonics 

The energization and operation of any facilities on the Customer’s side of the 
interconnection facilities must be consistent with ATC’s Planning Criteria16 
regarding permissible voltage deviations, harmonics, flicker and distortion.  

 

3.6 Physical Design Guidelines 
3.6.1 Site Selection 

One of the most critical factors in the design of a substation is its location. It is 
important that the site selected have sufficient space to accommodate the present 

                                                                          

15 See ATC Business Practice 0302 entitled “Capacitor Bank Installations on Distribution Systems for Transmission 
Benefit” 

16 See ATC planning criteria at http://www.atc10yearplan.com/PF7a.shtml
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and future Customer and/or ATC’s use. The Customer should review all potential 
substation sites with ATC prior to purchasing property. 

The preparation of the site should follow ATC Design Criteria DS0000; Substation 
Design Criteria. The Customer shall submit soil borings and resistivity reports to 
ATC for review and use in the design of ATC’s transmission facilities. 

The Customer should consider the following factors when siting a load 
interconnection substation:  
• Environmental considerations, including previous site usage or possible 

permitting issues, 
• Sufficient size to accommodate the ultimate interconnection configuration 

requirements, 
• Ingress/egress, including proximity to all-weather roads and/or railroad siding 

for (heavy) equipment installation and removal, 
• Proximity to existing transmission lines and other utilities, 
• The availability of suitable right-of-way and access to the substation site for 

transmission lines, 
• Proximity to potential contaminants (such as highway salt), 
• Site maintenance requirements including repair, landscaping, and storage, and 
• The ATC communication methods presently employed on the existing line to 

be tapped, including the availability or feasibility of other methods (microwave, 
fiber, power line carrier, leased phone-lines, and point-to-point radio).   

• If a substation requires underground interconnection the cost for an 
underground load interconnection will be borne by the Customer, unless the 
interconnection is to be made to an existing ATC underground transmission 
line. The Customer should consult with ATC for design details regarding the 
feasibility of underground transmission facilities with respect to the location 
siting decision. Consult ATC Business Practice; Elective Undergrounding for 
additional details. 

 
3.6.2 Space Requirements 

When reasonably possible, the Customer will provide sufficient physical space to 
accommodate not only ATC and the Customer’s present, but anticipated future use 
of the substation. Such additional ATC requirements, beyond those outlined in the 
ATC Design Guide, may include transmission capacitor banks and/or additional 
ATC-owned elements (e.g. lines). Space required for an ATC capacitor bank is 
detailed in ATC Guide ECS-CD-8000; Substation Capacitor Bank. The Customer 
should also consider its requirements for connection of a mobile substation as a 
means for load bridging under emergency outage circumstances. 

The Customer shall also provide sufficient clearance from energized equipment to 
satisfy the NESC and ATC Design Criteria DS0000; Substation Design Criteria. To 
facilitate maintenance access, ATC prefers to maintain at least 30 feet of horizontal 
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clearance between the substation fence and bus support structures or equipment. 
The Customer shall discuss exceptions with ATC as part of the design review 
process. 

3.6.3 Ownership Demarcation 

3.6.3.1 Radial Connections 

The point of interconnection between ATC and Customer-owned high voltage 
facilities (typically the Customer-owned disconnecting device) will be at the 
Customer-end of the jumper connected the to the ATC-owned line insulator 
connection at the Customer’s dead-end structure. For an overhead ATC-owned 
transmission tap conductor terminated at a Customer-owned dead-end structure, 
the Customer will include provisions on that structure to accommodate the 
installation of surge arresters by either party, if necessary.  Through the project 
team, ATC and its Customer will select an appropriate connector and coordinate 
responsibility for furnishing and installing the connectors as well as completing the 
final connection of the jumpers to the Customer-owner facilities. 

3.6.3.2 Network Connections 

The Customer’s connection at the high voltage bus side terminal of the Customer-
owned disconnecting device will be the physical point of transmission facilities 
ownership demarcation between ATC and Customer-owned facilities.  Through the 
project team, ATC and its Customer will select an appropriate connector and 
coordinate responsibility for furnishing and installing the connectors as well as 
completing the final connection of the jumpers to the Customer-owner facilities. 

The default Point Of Interconnection for interconnected bus differential relaying is 
located at the terminal of the Customer-owned CT’s on the Customer-owned 
breaker or transformer.  ATC owns all of the cables up to the Customer-owned 
CTs on the Customer-owned breaker or transformer. 

3.6.4 Land Rights 

3.6.4.1 Customer-Owned or Leased Substation Lands 

The Customer shall furnish at no cost to ATC any necessary access, easements, 
licenses, and/or rights-of-way upon, over, under, and across lands owned by the 
Customer and/or its affiliated interests for the construction, operation and 
maintenance of necessary lines, substations, and other equipment to accomplish the 
requested interconnection. ATC will be responsible for obtaining land rights from 
third-parties.  The Customer will be responsible for obtaining all of the appropriate 
permits for the substation. 

3.6.4.2 ATC-Owned Substation Lands 
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ATC will furnish at no cost to the Customer any necessary access, easements, 
licenses, and/or rights of way upon, over, under, and across lands owned by ATC 
and/or its affiliated interests for the construction, operation and maintenance of the 
Customer’s facilities. The Customer will be responsible for obtaining any land rights 
from third-parties.  ATC will be responsible for obtaining all of the appropriate 
permits for the substation. 

3.6.5 Clearances 

Clearances to ATC substation facilities shall satisfy ATC Design Criteria DS0000; 
Substation Design Criteria. 

3.6.6 Line Termination Structures 

The Customer and ATC shall carefully coordinate the substation design of the last 
span of wire between the last ATC transmission tower and the substation overhead 
line terminal structure(s). ATC and the Customer together will arrange the 
orientation of the substation in relation to ATC’s incoming transmission line(s) to 
minimize line angles, turning towers, and crossings.  

ATC will typically design the last full-tension tap span to terminate into an ATC-
owned structure outside the Customer’s radially fed load interconnection substation. 
However, where physical constraints dictate and ATC-owned transmission lines 
terminate at a Customer-owned terminal (dead-end) structure, the Customer will 
design the structure to support the loads identified for ATC’s equipment provided 
by ATC’s Design Engineering Department and those outlined in ATC Design 
Criteria DS0000; Substation Design Criteria. 

3.6.7 Site Preparation 

The following common facilities requirements are applicable to Customer-owned 
substations containing ATC equipment. 

3.6.7.1 Control Enclosures 

The Customer will design control enclosures (buildings) that contain ATC relaying 
with sufficient space for convenient access to control panels - with at least 36 inches 
of clear space behind the panels and unobstructed access to substation batteries. 
Please review ATC Design Guide ES2300; House, Substation Control or refer to 
the latest version of the NESC for additional guidance 

3.6.7.2 Security / Access  

The Customer will design, install, own, and maintain the substation fence. 

The Customer will make provisions at both the substation gate and the control 
enclosure for an ATC lock, thereby enabling ATC access by an ATC-owned key.  
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The Customer will design the substation outdoor lighting system to provide 
adequate illumination for security, emergency ingress/egress, and position 
indication of disconnect switchblades. ATC does not require lighting for nighttime 
maintenance operations.  

3.6.7.3 Conduit / Raceway 

The Customer will install, own, and maintain substation cable conduit and/or 
raceway systems. 

3.6.7.4 Signs and identification 

The following requirements apply to all substations containing ATC equipment. 
• For maximum effectiveness, the Customer will place security and identification 

signs at eye level (less than six feet and more than four feet above grade or 
floor level). 

• On Customer-owned dead-end and/or switch structures, the Customer will 
provide phase identification signs on A, B, and C phases to indicate ATC 
standard phase rotation  next to the termination device for each 
interconnection point. 

 

3.7 References 
The following documents provide additional guidance for use in the development of 
load interconnection facilities between ATC and it Customers: 

• ATC Business Practice, Capacitor Bank Installations on Distribution Systems 
for Transmission Benefit (See the ATC website http:\\www.atcllc.com). 

• ATC Business Practice, Elective Load Interconnection Facilities for additional 
information (See the ATC website http:\\www.atcllc.com). 

• ATC Business Practice; Elective Undergrounding (See the ATC website 
http:\\www.atcllc.com). 

• ATC Business Practice, Joint-use Substations -- Common Facilities (See the 
ATC website http:\\www.atcllc.com). 

• ATC Business Practice; Load Bridging for Transmission Related Work (See 
the ATC website http:\\www.atcllc.com). 

• ATC Design Criteria DS0000, Substation Design Criteria (Available upon 
request). 

• ATC Design Engineering Guide ECS-GD-0280 (Available upon request). 

• ATC Guide ECS-CD-8000; Substation Capacitor Bank (Available upon 
request). 
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• ATC Design Guide ECS-GD-2300; House, Substation Control (Available 
upon request). 

• Midwest ISO Tariff - Open Access Transmission, Energy and Operating 
Reserve Markets Tariff (ASM Tariff) - Midwest ISO FERC Electric Tariff, 
First Revised Vol. No. 1. 

• National Electrical Code,  

• National Electrical Safety Code. 

• NERC Reliability Standard FAC-002-0 (See 
http://www.nerc.com/files/FAC-002-0.pdf) 

• NERC Reliability Standard BAL-005-0.1b (See 
http://www.nerc.com/files/BAL-005-0_1b.pdf) 
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Appendix A – Glossary of Terms 
Any capitalized terms not defined herein will have the meanings set forth in the 
Midwest ISO Tariff. 

Balancing Authority:  an entity responsible for managing an electric system area (a 
Balancing Authority Area) bounded by interconnection metering and telemetry; and 
capable of controlling generation to maintain its interchange schedule with other 
Balancing Authority Areas and contributing to frequency regulation and which has 
received certification by NERC or a Regional Reliability Council of NERC.   

Best Value Planning:   means the consideration of, or evaluation of, one or more 
alternatives to the proposed construction of new, or the modification of existing, 
transmission facilities which have been identified in a planning process to determine 
whether an alternative or alternatives exists that may include the construction of new, 
or the modification of the existing, distribution facilities or transmission facilities 
owned by others that is/are less costly or which may provide greater enhancement to 
the reliability, capability or integrity of ATC’s transmission facilities and such 
interconnected transmission or distribution facilities when compared to the estimated 
cost of the construction and capability of the proposed new, or the proposed 
modification of, ATC’s transmission facilities, while taking into account the 
environmental considerations, regulatory approvals and the ability to construct the 
proposed distribution or transmission facilities in a timely and appropriate manner. 

Common facilities:  Those facilities, installed at a joint-use substation, which are 
substantially used and useful to more that one entity at such substation.  

Customer17:  any authorized distribution utility that proposes a new or modified load 
interconnection with ATC’s Transmission System at a nominal voltage level of ≥ 50 
kV. 

Customer’s Interconnection Facilities:  all facilities and equipment, as identified in 
the D-T IA, that are located between customer load(s) and the Point of Change of 
Ownership, including any modification, addition, or upgrades to such facilities and 
equipment necessary to physically and electrically interconnect the load to the 
Transmission System.  

Existing substation:  Any substation other that the new interconnection substation at 
which any single new load interconnection is proposed.  
                                                                          

17 Any references to “customer(s)” are intended to include either the distribution utility, their end-use 
customer that is directly-connected to the transmission system, or both in the sense that the end-use 
customer’s relationship with ATC must be coordinated through the responsible distribution utility. 
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FERC:  the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or its successor. 

Good Utility Practice:  any of the practices, methods and acts engaged in or 
approved by a significant portion of the electric industry during the relevant time 
period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable 
judgment in light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have 
been expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with 
good business practices, reliability, safety and expedition.  Good Utility Practice is not 
intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all 
others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally accepted in the 
region, including those practices required by Federal Power Act Section 215(a)(4).  
Good Utility Practice includes compliance with Mandatory Reliability Standards. 

Interconnection facilities:  The physical plant and equipment required to facilitate 
the transfer of electric energy between two or more entities; including communication 
equipment, substations and transmission lines. 

Joint-use substations:  Substations in which both the Customer and ATC own 
facilities. 

Load:  A customer’s projected normal peak demand load forecast (in both MW & 
MVAR) for a minimum 10 years, used by ATC for sizing interconnection facilities. 

Load Interconnection:  The interconnection service provided by ATC at a voltage 
level ≥ 50 kV to a Customer for transformation  and/or utilization. 

Load Interconnection Queue:  ATC maintains a listing of load interconnection 
requests from it Customers for the benefit of both ATC and its Customers.  The Load 
Interconnection Queue is available on the ATC Web site at 
http://www.atcllc.com/oasis/liqueue.xls. 

Mandatory Reliability Standards:  those standards promulgated and approved by 
NERC as the ERO, or any Regional Entity authorized to do so, as ratified and 
approved by the FERC that are applicable to ATC and the Customer. 

Midwest ISO: the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. (the 
“Midwest ISO”), the Regional Transmission Organization that administers the tariff 
and provides transmission and energy market services over the transmission facilities 
of its transmission-owning members in interstate commerce.  

NERC: the North American Electric Reliability Corporation or its successor 
organization. 

Network connection: An interconnection configured with multiple transmission 
connections into the load interconnection substation.  In addition to the Customer’s 
load, transmission network power may flow through the interconnection facility. 
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New interconnection substation: Any existing or new substation at which a new 
load interconnection is proposed. 

Point of Change of Ownership (PCO):  the point, as set forth in Appendix A to the 
D-T Interconnection Agreement, where the Customer’s Interconnection Facilities 
connect to the ATC Interconnection Facilities. 

Project Commitment Agreement: The Project Commitment Agreement  (PCA) 
establishes the commitments by ATC and the Customer when significant resources are 
required to site, engineer, design, permit, procure, and build the planned 
interconnection facilities.  The PCA will also include any remaining study requirements, 
the timeline for any necessary regulatory approvals, cost estimates and the preliminary 
construction schedule. 

Radial connection: An interconnection configured with a single transmission 
connection into the load interconnection substation. 

Tariff:  the Midwest ISO Tariff through which open access transmission service and 
interconnection service are offered, as filed with the FERC, and as amended or 
supplemented from time to time, or any successor tariff.   

Transmission System:  the facilities owned by ATC subject to the administration of 
the Midwest ISO that are used to provide energy market, transmission service or 
wholesale distribution service under the Tariff.  
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Appendix D – Example Load Interconnection Request Form 
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Appendix D – Example Load Interconnection Request Form 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix E – Example Project Commitment Agreement (continued) 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations 
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whips typical).

Disconnect switch with sufficient 
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network lines or load-breaking on 
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typical).
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Figure F.1: Load Interconnection Configuration Diagrams Symbology Key 

1. For 69 kV applications, If the interrupting device is a fuse, a series switch capable of breaking transformer magnetizing current is needed and low voltage device(s) 
is(are) needed for breaking load. 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 

Customer
ATC

ATC Line A

D1*

D2

Existing Substation

New
Interconnection
Substation

Configuration A

* This line terminal breaker is not necessarily required if either of the following is  true:
  1) The radial line is terminated into a ring bus or breaker-and-a-half configuration.
  2) The length of the tap from the mainline to the load interconnection substation is short enough that
      transmission exposure is minimal and the Customer's transformer protective device is sufficient by itself.  

 

Figure F.2: Load Interconnection Configuration A 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 
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ATC Line A

D1*
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Interconnection 
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Configuration B
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69 kV: phase-over-phase 
mount D2.

138 kV: horizontal mount 
D2.

* This line terminal breaker is not necessarily required if the radial line is terminated into a ring bus or 
breaker-and-a-half configuration.
Note:  Switch D2 is needed only if it is greater that 1 mile to the next substation.  

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Additional load 
interconnection(s)  
already exist.

 
Figure F.3: Load Interconnection Configuration B 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 
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69 kV: phase-over-phase 
mount D2 & D3 on 
separate structures.

138 kV: horizontal mount 
D2 & D3 on separate 
structures or in a 
switching station.

* This line terminal breaker is not necessarily required if the radial line is terminated into a ring bus or 
breaker-and-a-half configuration.

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Additional load 
interconnection(s)  
already exist.

 
 

Figure F.4: Load Interconnection Configuration C 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 
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mount D1 & D2 on 
separate structures.
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D1 & D2 on separate 
structures or in a 
switching station.

Switches shown are  the 
minimum installation. 
Lines with multiple load 
interconnections may 
require switches with 
loop-splitting capability.

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Existing 
Substation 1

Existing 
Substation 2

 
 

 

Figure F.5: Load Interconnection Configuration D 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 
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New 
Interconnection 
Substation69 kV: phase-over-phase 

mount D1, D2, & D3 on 
separate structures.

138 kV: horizontal mount 
D1, D2, & D3 on 
separate structures or in 
a switching station.

Switches shown are  the 
minimum installation. 
Lines with multiple load 
interconnections may 
require switches with 
loop-splitting capability.

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.
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interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Existing 
Substation 2

Existing 
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Figure F.6: Load Interconnection Configuration E 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 

Customer
ATC

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D10

T1

ATC Line A ATC Line A

D7

D11

T2

Configuration  F

D8 D9

New Interconnection Substation

Switches shown are the minimum
installation. Lines with multiple load
interconnections may require
switches with loop-splitting
capability.

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

Existing
Substation 2

Existing
Substation 1

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

 

Figure F.7: Load Interconnection Configuration F 

 Note:  For Switches D1 and D4, if only one D-T interconnection is on the line segment, sectionalizing could be done with remote circuit breakers, but 
ATC still recommends switches with load break capability in case other D-T interconnections are added at a later date. 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 

Customer
ATC

D1

D2

D3
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D6
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T1

ATC Line A ATC Line B

D7

D11

T2

Configuration  G

D8 D9

Existing
Substation 2

Existing
Substation 1

New Interconnection Substation

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

 

Figure F.8: Load Interconnection Configuration G 

Note:  For Switches D7 and D9, two switches are to be installed between transformers unless the customer can demonstrate load bridging capability in order to maintain a single 
switch with both transformers out of service.
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 

Configuration  H
Existing 

Substation 1

An ATC Business Practice 

Customer
ATC

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6 *

D10

T1

ATC Line A ATC Line B

D7 *

D11

T2 *

D8* D9 *

Existing 
Substation 2

New Interconnection Substation

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

Additional load 
interconnection(s) may 

already exist.

* If multiple transformers are part of the ultimate design, but if only one will be installed initially, the bus-tie breaker (D8) may be installed at 
the time an additional transformer is installed. Both maintenance switches (D7 and D9) associated with the bus-tie breaker as well as switch 
D6 will be installed as part of the initial design. 

 
Figure F.9: Load Interconnection Configuration H 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 
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Figure F.10: Load Interconnection Configuration J 
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Appendix F – Interconnection Configurations (Continued) 

Customer
ATC
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D8 D7 D6
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D1

D14D13*D12

D15

T1 T2

D16

ATC Line A ATC Line B

Configuration K

New Interconnection Substation

Existing
Substation 2

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

Additional load
interconnection(s) may

already exist.

Existing
Substation 1

* If multiple transformers are part of the ultimate design and total load between them is ≥30 MW, installation of breaker D13 would be standard. However, if
only one transformer will be installed presently, breaker D13 may be installed at the time an additional transformer is installed. Both maintenance switches
(D12 and D14) will be installed as part of the present design.

 
 
 

Figure F.11: Load Interconnection Configuration K 
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